
COMMAND POINTS

Choose command die and morale die

(the smallest and the second smallest)

Choose to spend 1 ML to discard the smallest

die rather than the highest.

Unit Move Strategic

number m.number

HF 1 1

MF 1 2

LMF 1 2/1t

LF 2 2t

HC 2/(1) 1/2c

MC 2/(1) 2/4c

LC 2/(1) 3/6c

HBC 2(1) 1/2c

MBC 2(1) 2/3c

LBC 2(1) 3/4c

El 1 1

HA 1 0

MA 1 1

LA 1 2

WW 1 1

MOVE NUMBERS

Forward

MOVE TYPES

Straight

backwards

Wheel

Tactical
Turn

Column

expansion

Column

move

EVADES

Who Against Distance

LC against HC, HBC, HF or MF 1 or 2BW

LBC against HC, HBC or HF 1 or 2BW

LF against MF or HF 1

MC against HF 1 or 2BW

Only at open ground

MOVING THROUGH FRIENDLY UNITS

Who Through

LF Any (also straight forward)

LMF, MF Single ranked HF or MF

LBC, LC, MC Single ranked HF or MF

R or V HF Single ranked HF or MF

-Evade move

-Tactical move

-Straight forward move

Unit Battle value

LF, LC, LBC 2

M. Baggage

LMF, MC, HC 3

MBC, HBC

MF, HF,  4

HBC, F.Baggage

War wagons 5

Le = Enemy BV -1  *

Elephants = Enemy BV +1 *

LA, MA, HA, = Enemy BV      *

* = 4 if against unit without own BV

BATTLE VALUES

STRATEGIC MOVEMENT CAPACITY

Minimun distance to the enemy unit

2BW Regular or veteran units

4BW Militia or warrior units

(t) = may move at difficult terrain

(c) = if no enemy cavalry closer than 6BW

D6 => equals or higher than enemy BV

COHESION TEST

FLEE TEST

D6 => equals or higher than

the initial battle value, otherwise the unit

is destroyed

2. Movement Sequence

1. Command points

3. Combat Sequence

4. Strategic movement seq.

5. Morale sequence

-Calculate the morale level

-Check which units are disordered

-Make rout moves for disordered units

-Check if the army is broken

-Use command points to give orders

 for units which are enough far from

enemy units

-Roll 3 x D6

-Choose to use 1 ML

-Check flank marches, unrealible

 allies and weather changes

-Use command points to give orders

 for units.

-Decide which units will take part to

 close battle.

-Evades

-Distance battle actions

-Close battle actions

ORDERS

-Advance

-Manoeuvre

-Regroup

-Tactical retr.

-Pursuit

-Cl.bat. react.

C-in-C's encouragement distance

Nr of generals Distance

1 7BW

2 5BW

3 3BW

4 1BW

MORALE LEVEL

Number of lost units - Morale dice

DEFEAT

The number of destroyed and

disordered units is more than 50% of the

total number of units.

Add extra 10% casualty each of following:

-Baggage is detroyed

-Enemy has conquered the village

-Each general's unit destroyed

ROUT

Distance to the enemy units less than 3BW

Rout move: Move number + 1

BATTLE RANGES

Close Battle 0,5 BW

DISTANCE BATTLE

HA or MA 6 BW

LA 2 BW

2-deep: MF/bow, LMF/bow

2-deep: HC/bow, MC/bow

LMF/bow, MF/bow, Warwag. 1 BW

LF/bow, LC/bow, LBC/bow 0,5 BW

HC/bow, MC/bow

LC and LF ag. foot without /bow or El

DIFFICULT ORDER

+1 Target unit not visible

     for C-in-C

+1 Target unit not inside 4BW

     for the general

+1 Poor visibility

-1  LC or LF

Spend one ML after dice roll and add to

combat die value:

+1 General units

+1 Non-general units next

     to C-in-C (close battle only)

GENERAL BONUS

Discard the highest die

Modifies (to the combat die)

-1 if the enemy unit is heavier

-1 the unit suffers extreme heat

+1 foot unit against /bow or /-. *

-1 for distance battle beacause bad weather

CLOSE BATTLE ONLY

-1 cavalry or chariots against camelry

-1 camelry against foot

-1 difficult terrain excpet LF or LMF

-1 each supporting rank the enemy

     unit has more.

+1 foot unit in a defending position

+1 Cavalry or chariot unit vs. foot

     unit with /1 specification at the

     foot unit's bound.

+1 foot unit with /1 specification vs.

     enemy foot unit without /1 specification

     in own bound.

-1 no friendly unit closer than 1BW

-1 if enemy unit behind *

Unable to flee

-Distance battle action unless

   -a unit is not shot or being shot back at.

   -target is LC, LCa orLBC

CLOSE BATTLE ONLY

-HF/3, Le, Baggage, Artillery or WW

-Foot unit against MC/-, HC/-, MBC or HBC.

-Foot unit in their own bound against

  MC/bow, HC/bow or LC/-, LBC

-Units in close battle and at least partly

  inside difficult terrain except LF, LMF, MF

-LF against light or medium units

  except artillery, levy or baggage.

-LC or LBC against LC, MC, LCa, MCa,

  LBC, MBC

-HC against LC

-HF against LF

-Foot unit with /bow spec. ag. foot without.

NO RETREAT IF BOTH LOST COH.

-Foot unit against mounted in close battle

-HF/3 units in close battle

-Warwagon

-Artillery

-Baggage


